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Agatha Christie
3 of Christie's most sensible detectives—Hercule Poirot, Mr. Parker Pyne, and Harley Quin—star
in those wonderful Problem at Pollensa Bay (Hercule Poirot) brief mysteries. don't Problem at
Pollensa Bay (Hercule Poirot) contain detectives, yet concentrate on the deceptions of guys and
ladies in relationships. comprises challenge at Pollensa Bay, the second one Gong, Yellow Iris,
The Harlequin Tea Set, The Regatta Mystery, the affection Detectives, subsequent to a Dog,
and Magnolia Blossom.
brief tales amassed during this book:1) difficulties at Pollensa Bay (Pyne)2) moment Gong
(Poirot)3) Yellow Iris (Poirot)4) The Harlequin Tea Set (Quin)5) The Regatta secret (Pyne)6) the
affection Detectives (Quin)7) subsequent To a puppy (no detective)8) Magnolia Blossom (no
detective)I enjoyed brief tales 3, 4, and 5, and used to be very intrigued by means of 7.Short
tale 3, Yellow Iris, used to be Christie's foundation for gleaming Cyanide. It began as essentially
a mini model and eventually grew into gleaming Cyanide. first-class work, enjoyed it.Short tale
4, The Harlequin Problem at Pollensa Bay (Hercule Poirot) Tea Set.Ah, the tea set one, I so a
great deal loved my first cross at interpreting in regards to the Mysterious Mr Quin. and that i
enjoyed the writing too. the tale did not get down to the mystery, it begun with Mr Quin and his
friend, Satterthwaite, chatting in a tea shop. They said their lives a bit, till the 2 acquaintances
needed to Problem at Pollensa Bay (Hercule Poirot) half ways. Very comfortable atmosphere,
attention-grabbing dialogue, adorable conversations.Short tale 5, The Regatta Mystery. i used
to be very drawn to this one as the plot description within the New Bedside, tub and Armchair
spouse to Agatha Christie pointed out how a bunch of pals are at a celebration and one in every
of them, a man, brings out a diamond for all to see. one of many women demanding situations
him to a game: if she will be able to effectively scouse borrow the diamond from correct less
than his nose, he owes her a few stockings as a prize. the fellow has the same opinion and
inside minutes, she accomplishes it! but if she is going to teach all of them the place she had
hidden the diamond, anyone beat her to it and stole it for real! i used to be like, "Whoa!, who's
that shrewdpermanent someone?"It wasn't till truly studying it and checking out for myself that i
used to be upset with the result. i presumed it might be a mastermind who performed the true
theft.....but it wasn't. Oh well.Short tale 7, subsequent to a Dog, left me jaw-dropped, browsraised, and mind-fuddled. i used to be like, "Hang on! What simply happened?? It appeared a
superbly straight-forward little story...but this is often Agatha Christie we are conversing
approximately the following so I must've neglected anything written inbetween the lines." So I
went again and fast skimmed learn it again, picked up a pair clues (or so I thought), and.....was
left with a much bigger query mark.If anyone has learn subsequent to a Dog, PLEASE
comment/send me a message on what fairly occurred simply because i might like to
understand!!All I obtained out of it was once this:-protagonist is out of task and attempts to
discover Problem at Pollensa Bay (Hercule Poirot) one-her lover died and she's left with a terrier
puppy as her in simple terms companion-she forces herself to marry one other man, purely cuz
he has funds and she or he is aware her puppy and her will not get separated-one day, her
puppy hears a puppy fight, leans out of the window to hitch it, and...falls out-a great guy advises
her to take the puppy to a vet-she takes the puppy there, leaves him below the care of the vet,

and later learns her puppy has died-she calls off her marriage with the opposite man-reapplies
for the activity she grew to become down earlier-learns that her interviewer for the activity is the
Problem at Pollensa Bay (Hercule Poirot) good guy (who she thinks seems like a dog...)-goes
domestic and hears her landlady telling her the vet despatched her dog's physique domestic
and her husband's able to dig a gap for the bodySimply enough? i believe NOT!So yeah, that is
primarily what i need to say on challenge At Pollensa Bay.P.S. brief tale 8, Magnolia Blossom,
contained a touch extra grownup story. only a heads-up!
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